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Abstract- The papain enzyme is protease enzyme which contain on papaya’s resin. Protease enzyme has a potencial as 
medical natural pharmacy. Protease enzyme has a substance which can be treatment for diseases, one of the healer cream  on 
skin. Cream is material semi solid in both types, the water in the oil or the oil in the water. Interested in papain enzyme, this 
research want to find the step  how the papain enzyme become a healer skin cream, a simple procedure, to easy to practice it 
will bring the product to have an opportunity to become popular in enterpreneurship. The aims of this research are, (1) to 
formulate papain enzyme to be burn healing cream as medicine, (2) to test the stability and the effect on Mus muculus burn 
of using the creams. The extract of papain enzyme had formulated with VCO in order that cream can be used for wet skin, 
and distributed evenly. The experiment that did in cream are covers organoleptis, homogenite, pH. Experiment iritation skin 
and Mus muculus. This thing did to knows the quality is qualified or not as burn sedian formula’s.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Burn is a problem in a normal skin that caused by 
transfering energy from  hot resource to body. Energy 
of the hot resource are water vapor, chemicals, 
electromagnetic radiation and electrical energy. The 
burn that appear in the injury can cause the loss of the 
whole or half the organ function, cell decease, 
bleeding and blood freezing. The use of antibiotic as 
the first solution for injury healing is to prevent from 
the infection skin. Nowadays, many poeple choose 
back to nature for medicinal treatment because of the 
side effect more light in weight than the medic 
treatment. 
 Beside that, papaya (carica papaya L) can be 
used to medicinal treatment of burn. The contains of 
papaya has papain enzyme, flavonoid that can use for 
anti-inflamed and anti-bacterial. Papain enzyme is 
protease enzyme that produce from the drying of the 
young papaya resin. Enzyme papain can increase the 
healing of the burn, because papain enzyme can help 
to peel the cells of inflexible skin, to regenerate the 
new cells skin. Interested in papain enzyme, the 
research is to find the step how the papain enzyme 
can become a burn skin simple way, to easy to 
practice it, will bring the product to have an 
opportunity to became populary in entrepeneurship.  
 Aloe vera has a high potential as pharmacy 
raw material (Suryowidodo, 1988). The substances of 
aloe vera are saponin, flavonoid, tannin, and polifenol 
(Hutapea, 1993). The compounds of flavonoid has an 
activity as anti-fungicide, anti-viral, and anti-bacterial 
(Lamb dan Cushnie , 2005). Beside that, the 
compounds of tannin has an ability to prevent the 
injury from infection because it has an antiseptic and 
medicine of burn (Harborne, 1987).  
 VCO (Virgin Coconut Oil) is an oil that 
produce from old coconut fresh by warming process 
in low temperature. VCO is contains of the chain no 

saturated fatty acid that can block the free radical or 
mantain the immune system. VCO also has oil natural 
texture, free of pesticide, and other contamination. 
The compositions made easy in absorption also give 
the smooth texture and soft in the skin (Setiaji, 2005). 
The extract papain enzyme can formulate VCO to 
make the cream can be used to the wet skin. That is 
why the research have to process it with extract aloe 
vera and VCO  to heal the burn.  
 
II. DETAILS EXPERIMENTAL 
 
2.1. Extraction process of enzyme papain  
The process of extract papain enzyme we use 
drainage method, because this method is simple. The 
time that we need is relative short also, the product 
has a high quality. The production of extract papain 
enzyme  as the following thing:  
1. Pour the resin emulsion on tray with a thickness 1 
cm. 
2. Then dry it under the sun about 8 hour to 
emulsion the solid and dry.  
3. After the emulsion of dry resin, heap the splinter 
with a miller until it can be flour.  
 
2.2 Extraction process of aloe vera by using 
infudency method 
The election of the process of extract aloe vera is use 
by infedency method. This method is quiet easy and 
simple so it can apply or practice by the society as 
business opportunities. Beside that, this method is use 
to obtain the active compound that dissolved in the 
water then the extraction result produce to analyze 
with experiment fikomia identification to make sure 
there is an active compound or not. Such as, fenol 
compound, tannin, flavonoid and steroid.  
 
There are extraction product of aloe vera with 
infudansi method as the following thing: 
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1. Assemble the aloe vera that produce from the 
citizen. 
2. Washes until clean the aloe vera with the flow 
water. 
3. Peels the shell of aloe vera until clean. 
4. Rinse the gel of aloe vera with the flow water. 
5. Mixer the gel of aloe vera.  
6. Warm the gel of aloe vera under the temperature 
45-70� during ten minutes. 
 
2.3 The technology process of sediaan 
The papain enzyme cream is made by material 
composition based on previous experiment. It is aloe 
vera formula cream. 
 

 
 
a. Weigh all of the materials using the analitic  
      neraca. The materials that needed are separate  
      based on oil phase and water phase. 
b. Oil phase are includes of  stearate acid, paraffin 
      liquid, gliserin and VCO. After that,   all of them  
      are move to the proselin cup, then  drying on the 
      hot plate with the temperature 70 c until melted.  
c. Phase water are includes of  metil paraben,  
      propilen glikol, setil alcohol, ascorbate acid,  
      citosan, collagen, honey  and aquades. Then  
      warms under the temperature 70c until melted 
d. Water phase is pour slowly on the oil phase. Then, 
      stir it until cream mass is homogenous.  

 
 
The cream is made by means of : Pour the extract 
papain enzyme about 20% and Aloe vera 10% on the 
porselin cup that contain of basic cream. Stir it until 
sediaan is formed to be homogenous cream.  
 

 

2.4 Experiment of farmakology cream 
The experiment and characterization cream of papain 
enzyme did for examine of the characteristics formula 
cream that produce. The charcteristics that want to 
studied from this experiment among others are 
observational organoleptis, homogenous, irritation 
test, measurement of sediaan pH and experimental 
effect of Mus musculus. The sample of 
characterization is to know the quality or 
characteristics from the formula cream.  
   
2.4.1 Observation of organoleptis 
Examination of the homogenous papain enzyme  
cream that did by dab the sediaan in mirror object 
surfaces, then spread it to the mirror object  during 3 
weeks. This is to know the physical condition of 
papain enzyme cream. 
    
2.4.2 Observation of homogenous 
The obeservations of papain enzyme cream that did 
by dab the sediaan in morror object surfaces. After 
that, dab it with mirror preparat object to get 
homogenous surface.  
 
2.4.3 Iritation test  
Iritation skin test is do by dab the sediaan to the 
normal panel skin , by meaning to know whether the 
sediaan cream can make irritation or not. Also, the 
effect of sediaan cream in extract enzyme papain to 
skin. Iritation skin is a reaction skin that caused by 
toxin iritan, whereas the sensitiveness of skin is 
caused by toxin allergy (Anonim, 1985). One of the 
criteria of the cream is not to make irritation. 
Irritation test is do by dab the cream to the normal 
skin during 10 minutes.  
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1  Experiment of farmakology cream 
The experiment and characterization cream of papain 
enzyme did for examine of the characteristics formula 
cream that produce. The charcteristics that want to 
studied from this experiment among others are 
observational organoleptis, homogenous, irritation 
test, measurement of sediaan pH and experimental 
effect of Mus musculus. The sample of 
characterization is to know the quality or 
characteristics from the formula cream.  
 
3.1.1 Observation of organoleptis 
Examination of the homogenous papain enzyme  
cream that did by dab the sediaan in mirror object 
surfaces, then spread it to the mirror object  during 3 
weeks. This is to know the physical condition of 
papain enzyme cream 
2.4.2 Observation of homogenous 
The obeservations of papain enzyme cream that did 
by dab the sediaan in morror object surfaces. After 
that, dab it with mirror preparat object to get 
homogenous surface.  
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2.4.3 Iritation test  
Iritation skin test is do by dab the sediaan to the 
normal panel skin , by meaning to know whether the 
sediaan cream can make irritation or not. Also, the 
effect of sediaan cream in extract enzyme papain to 
skin. Iritation skin is a reaction skin that caused by 
toxin iritan, whereas the sensitiveness of skin is 
caused by toxin allergy (Anonim, 1985). 
 
One of the criteria of the cream is not to make 
irritation. Irritation test is do by dab the cream to the 
normal skin during 10 minutes. The results of testing 
the effects in Mus muculus of the enzyme papain 
creams shows that the cream enzyme papain has the 
ability to heal burns in Mus muculus with a time of 7 
days. Cream papain enzyme extract can accelerate 
burns because the enzyme papain helps in exfoliating 
dead skin cells and replaces skin cells with new ones 

 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Testing the effects in Mus muculus of the enzyme 
papain creams shows that the cream enzyme papain 
has the ability to heal burns in Mus muculus with a 
time of 7 days. Cream papain enzyme extract can 
accelerate burns because the enzyme papain helps in 
exfoliating dead skin cells and replaces skin cells 
with new ones 
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